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Summary 
Sea surface temperature is likely to
decrease at most of the Kiribati
group.
A decreased height of sea level still
anticipated for all islands of Kiribati. 
The current upwelling zone (sst and
convergence zone) is predicted to
cover most of the Gilbert and
Phoenix group with islands in the
Southern Line group.
Alert level 2 is anticipated at the
Gilbert and Phoenix group except
Line group which is on Alert level 1
for coral bleaching. 
The extreme spring tides expected to
occur consecutively from the 7th to
10th of April 2024 with height
reaching 2.80m and more.
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 Ocean Conditions and Outlook for
April to June 2024

Sea Surface Temperature Forecast
There is a possibility of sea surface temperature

to slightly decrease in majority of the Kiribati
region by 1.2 to 0.8 degrees Celsius. 

Sea Surface Height Outlook
The height of sea level is anticipated to decrease at
most islands in the Gilbert and Northern Line group

by 0.03 meters. Normal sea level height is expected at
the Phoenix group and islands at further South of the

Gilbert group.

 SST and Convergence Outlook 
Sea surface temperature are significantly
high in the Gilbert and Phoenix groups.

Convergence zone still covering the
whole of Gilbert and Phoenix islands and

the central and southern parts of Line
islands. 

Coral Bleaching Outlook 
The coral bleaching outlook is expected

to be on Alert 1 for all islands in the
Gilbert and Phoenix group while Line

islands is on Alert level 1. 



Tide Outlook and Moon Phases        
April to June  2024 

Table 1: Moon phases and
tide levels at specific date

and time.  

Table 2:
Recommended
Actions for the

Fisheries sectors
against the available

parameters. 
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